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Freiman’s Theorem Answers a Question of Erdijs 
JOHN C. M. NASH 
Let .4 be a set of positive integers. Let A(s) = I.4 n ( I. ‘7 . . . . . z) 1 and let AZ&~\.) = 
I ; ‘I, + (I: 1 u, E .4 ) n ; I, 2 . . . . . .Y i 1. If A is a basis and .4(s) = O(I), it is shown that 
lim I_, .4&Y),.4(.Y)= %. 1 19X7 Accidrmc Pre\\. Inc 
NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
A denotes a set of positive integers. K denotes a finite subset of Z. 2K = 
{k,+k,Ik,~K). A(s)=IAn (1, 2 ,..., .x)1. A2(.~)=Iju,+azIa,~A}nil, 
2 ,._., X) 1. If every sufficiently large integer is a sum of /z not necessarily dis- 
tinct terms from A for some fixed /I then A is called a basis. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [I] Erdiis asks whether or not lim,,. AJx)/A(x)= s when A is a 
basis and A(.u) = O(S). In 12, p. 541, Freiman states: 
THEOREM F (Freiman). Let Kc_ L, I KI = k, I2KI < Ck, trlhere C is a 
constant not depending otl k. Thelen there exists a positive inteer n, an affi:ne 
map 4: Z” -+ Z, II purallelepiped H c Z” and positive constunts k, and c, 
depending only on C, such fhut the jollowing assertions are true -for all 
k > k,. 
(1) Kc4(H) 
(2) IHl<ck 
(3) n 6 [C- 11. 
In this paper I show that Theorem F implies an affirmative answer to the 
question of Erd&. 
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THEOREM. If A is a basis and A(x) = O(X), then limY,,. AZ(x)/A(s) = CI. 
ProoJ: Suppose the contrary. Let {.yi) be a sequence with limi+,7. 
s, = cc, and A,(x,)/A(x,) < C for all i. Let Ki= A n [l, xi]. By Theorem F, 
K, c dj(Hi), where H, 22”. n d [C - 11, and ) HiI < cA(.ui) for all sufficiently 
large i. Since A(xi) = o(xi), ) H, 1 =0(x,). But hK, = (k, + k, + .. + 
kh(k,EK,)c#i(hH,) where hH,=(h,+h,+..-+h,IhjEH,j and 4: is 
another affine map. Now 1 hH, 1 < h” I H, I = 0(x,). So I hK, / = 0(,x;). But then 
most of [ 1, s,] cannot be represented by sums of h terms from Ki for all 
sufficiently large i. So A cannot be a basis. This contradiction finishes the 
proof. 1 
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